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Abstract—This paper deals with channel estimation in
ultra-wideband communications operating in a multipath en-
vironment and in the presence of multiaccess interference. The
channel parameters are the attenuations and delays incurred by
the signal echoes along the propagation paths. Time-hopping mod-
ulation with binary symbols is assumed. The estimation method is
based on the maximum-likelihoodcriterion and is applied to two
different scenarios: either with known symbols (DA estimation)
or with unknown symbols (NDA estimation). The effects of the
estimation errors on the performance of a Rake receiver are
assessed by simulation by comparing the receiver bit-error rate
with either perfect channel estimates or imperfect estimates as
obtained from the proposed algorithms. The results show that
the degradations are tolerable as long as the number of users is
limited. They also show that the DA method has an edge over the
NDA in that it can handle a larger number of users for a fixed
degradation. The number of users that can be accommodated in
practice is found for some values of the system parameters.

Index Terms—Channel estimation, synchronization, ultra-wide-
band (UWB) communications.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENT work in the area of wireless systems indicates
that ultra-wideband (UWB) radio is a viable technology

for short-range multiple-access communications. The interested
reader is referred to [1]–[4] for an overview on this signaling
format and in depth discussions on its potential to countering
multiple-access interference (MAI) and multipath propagation.

UWB techniques have several attractive qualities. As they in-
volve trains of very short pulses (typically on the order of a
nanosecond), it is possible to resolve and combine signal echoes
with path length differentials down to about 30 cm, thereby ex-
ploiting the diversity inherent in the multipath channel. Second,
as each pulse train is time-hopping and has a very low duty
cycle, it suffers little interference from other pulse trains oper-
ating in the same environment. Third, the signal power is spread
over a bandwidth so large that the transmitted spectral density
has little impact on narrowband radio systems operating in fre-
quency overlay. Finally, pulse trains are baseband signals (they
are not modulated onto a carrier) and operate in the lowest pos-
sible frequency band. Therefore, they have the best chance of
penetrating obstacles (walls, for example) that would be opaque
at higher frequencies.
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The following key issues must be addressed in the design of
UWB systems. Consider first a single-path channel. As time-
hopping is performed with code sequences that repeat period-
ically, a correlation receiver must know the beginning of each
code cycle to successfully perform data detection. This is the
usual timing acquisition problem commonly encountered in di-
rect-sequence code-division multiple-access (DS-CDMA) ap-
plications. However, the problem here is exacerbated by the use
of extremely narrow pulses. Timing errors in excess of a small
fraction of nanosecond may cause dramatic performance losses.

In a multipath environment, the exploitation of the channel
diversity calls for sophisticated receivers. Multiuser detection
[5] is known to be the optimal solution but, as its complexity
increases exponentially with the number of users, it is often
impractical. Suboptimal schemes are indispensable. In this
context the Rake receiver [6] is a good tradeoff between
high-performance and low-complexity. In addition, it repre-
sents the building block for other schemes performing multiuser
interference cancellation.

In a Rake receiver, each signal echo is correlated with a locally
generated time-hopping pulse train and then combined into a
single test variable for final decision. Time alignment is required
between the code sequence in each echo and the corresponding
locally generated reference. Also, the attenuations incurred by
the various echoes must be known to maximize the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) in the decision variable (maximal ratio
combining). In conclusion, proper Rake operation requires
information about the delays and attenuations of the channel
paths. These parameters are collectively referred to aschannel
parameters.

The purpose of the present paper is to derive channel pa-
rameter estimates from the received waveform. In doing so we
adopt a maximum-likelihood (ML) approach and consider two
scenarios: either data-aided (DA) or nondata-aided (NDA) es-
timation. The first instance is of interest during channelacqui-
sition, when a training sequence is available. Channeltracking
can be pursued in a pilot-aided fashion, by periodically retrans-
mitting the training sequence, or in a decision-directed (DD)
manner using the receiver decisions in place of the true data.
On the other hand, NDA estimation is useful in broadcast net-
works where training sequences would impede the transmitter
when new users enter the network.

Channel parameter estimation in UWB communications has
been previously addressed in [7] to assess the signal energy
capture in Rake receivers as a function of the number of the
Rake fingers. Basically, an isolated monocycle is transmitted
through the channel and the corresponding received waveform
is recorded. The problem is to approximate the actual channel
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with a channel with branches and to choose the propagation
parameters in the latter in such a way that its output matches the
recorded waveform as best as possible. Clearly, the degree of
matching depends on and the minimum value of required
for a good match establishes the number of fingers that a Rake
receiver must possess to efficiently exploit the channel diver-
sity. The present paper is still concerned with channel estima-
tion but our assumptions and purposes are different. Indeed, we
derive channel estimates from the information-bearing signal
rather than from isolated pulses and, secondly, we focus on the
effects of estimation errors on the receiver performance.

The parameter estimation problem also arises in the context
of DS-CDMA systems and the interested reader is referred to
[8]–[10] for a representative sample of the results obtained in
this area. Although the methods developed for DS-CDMA can
be adapted to UWB systems, the much higher sampling rates in
the latter call for different solutions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we discuss the signal model and recall the Rake’s structure. DA
estimation is investigated in Section II and NDA estimation in
Section III. The performance of DA and NDA algorithms is as-
sessed in Section IV by simulation. Finally, some conclusions
are offered in Section VI.

II. SIGNAL FORMAT AND RAKE RECEIVER

The signal transmitted by the desired user is modeled as [1],
[2]

(1)

where

(2)

In the last equation, is the basic pulse used to convey infor-
mation (referred to asmonocycle) and is the frame time, i.e.,
the separation between adjacent monocycles when the symbols

are identically zero. The ratio of to the duration of the
monocycle is theduty cycleand may be on the order of a
hundred or more. The sequence is the user’s time-hopping
code and its elements are integers taking values in the range

. The parameter is the duration of an
addressable time bin. In conclusion, the right hand side of (2)
consists of ablockof time-hopped monocycles.

Equation (1) says that, if the were all zero, the signal
would be a repetition of -shaped blocks with period .
However, the are not identically zero. Indeed, they represent
the data symbols and are modeled as binary (0 or 1) indepen-
dent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables. Corre-
spondingly, may be viewed as the time shift impressed by
a unit data symbol on the monocycles of a block. It is intu-
itively clear that the choice of affects the detection process
and can be exploited to optimize system performance [1], [2].
To summarize, the transmitted signal consists of a sequence of

-shaped position-modulated blocks.
Two remarks about this signal model are in order. From (1)

and (2) it appears that the code sequence restarts at every data

symbol. This “short-code” assumption is made here for the sake
of simplicity and is in keeping with some trends in the design
of third-generation CDMA cellular systems. Longer codes are
conceivable and perhaps more attractive but lead to more com-
plex channel estimation schemes. The second remark is about
the distance between adjacent blocks in (1). It is easily seen that
they may be partially overlapped, depending on the values of

, , and . Overlapping is not desirable, however, as it
generates intersymbol interference (ISI) and complicates the de-
tection process. The minimum distance between the last mono-
cycle in a block and the first in the next block is found to be

. In the following, we assume
that is greater thantwicethe monocycle duration . This
guarantees that no ISI occurs at the output of a filter matched to

and, in consequence, optimum data detection can be per-
formed in a symbol-by-symbol fashion.

When several time-hopping signals are simultaneously trans-
mitted over a channel with paths, the composite waveform
at the output of the receiver antenna may be written as

(3)

In this equation, is the desired user’s signal,and are the
attenuation, and the delay affecting its replica traveling through
the th path, is thermal noise and represents the MAI
caused by the other users. In writing (3), we have implicitly
assumed a static channel, meaning thatand are either fixed
or vary so slowly that they are practically constant over several
data symbols.

The optimum detection strategy for this multiple-access
system leads to a multiuser receiver [5] which, however, is too
complex to implement. More feasible schemes are of interest.
The simplest suboptimal receiver is obtained making two ap-
proximations. First, the MAI is thought of as a white Gaussian
process [1] and, as such, it can be lumped into the thermal
noise in (3). The Gaussian approximation is justified by the
central limit theorem if the users are many and have comparable
powers. Second, a dominant path exists that conveys the major
part of the desired user’s energy. Under these assumptions (3)
becomes

(4)

where is the largest path gain and
is still a Gaussian and white process. Correspondingly, the min-
imum error probability is achieved by computing the correlation

(5)

with and deciding that equals either
zero or one according to whether is greater or less than zero
[1], [2]. As is clear from (2), the template signal depends
not only on the user’s time-hopping code, but also on. For
purposes of analysis, we assume that the shape of the monocycle
is known [1].

The above detector may be viewed as a Rake receiver with
a single finger (Rake-1). Note that, although Rake-1 needs to
know the strongest path and the associated delay, it does not care
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a Rake-L receiver.

about the actual value of the path gain. A more efficient result is
obtained by exploiting signal echoes rather than just one. This
leads to a Rake receiver with fingers (Rake- ), whose block
diagram is depicted in Fig. 1. The decision statistic is now the
maximal-ratiocombination of the correlators’ outputs [6]

(6)

In practice, the parameters and are not knowna priori
and must be estimated. This is just the problem we address in
the remainder of the paper.

III. D ATA-AIDED ESTIMATION

In this section, we concentrate on channel parameter estima-
tion when the data symbols are known. For heuristic reasons we
adopt the model in (3) wherein is white
and Gaussian. This amounts to ignoring the structure of the MAI
and underestimating its effects [5]. Such effects however will be
assessed later by simulation.

The setting is as follows. The received waveform is observed
over an interval , with a multiple of the
symbol period . The overall noise has a spectral
density . The parameters and

are viewed as unknown deterministic quantities
and, for the time being, the number of paths is taken as a
known quantity. We use a notation of the typeto indicate a
trial value of a variable and we define as

(7)

a possible realization of the signal component in (4) cor-
responding to the channel parametersand . Then, the
log-likelihood function of the pair takes the form [11]

(8)

A more convenient expression for is obtained
substituting (7) into (8) and neglecting the correlation between
signal echoes, i.e., assuming

(9)

Fig. 2. Computation of sufficient statistics.

This approximation reflects the fact that, as the monocycles ap-
pearing in are widely separated from each other, even a
small time misalignment makes the echoes virtually orthogonal.
Then, performing some ordinary manipulations, we get

(10)

where is the energy of

(11)

and is response of the matched filter at
. Formally

(12)

where denotes convolution operation.
From (10) it is seen that are sufficient statistics

to compute the ML estimates of . The calculation of these
statistics can be carried out as follows. Inserting (2) into (12)
yields

(13)

which says that is computed by feeding to the
filter matched to the monocycle and then sampling at the times

, with . In
practice the filter output is over-sampled at some suitable rate

and the desired terms in the right-hand side of (13) are
derived by interpolation as indicated in Fig. 2.

Returning to (10), our task is to maximize as a
function of and . This can be done in two steps. First, we
vary while keeping fixed. If the maximum is found at ,
then (second step) we replacewith in and
look for the maximum of .

The first step is straightforward and yields

(14)

with

(15)

Next, substituting (14) into (10) it turns out that the problem
reduces to maximizing

(16)
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Fig. 3. Typical shape ofJ(~�)=ME .

As the maximum of (16) is found by maximizing each term in
the sum, our problem reduces to looking for the locations of
theextremaof . Once they are found, the path gains follow
from (14) recalling that is a positive quantity

(17)

Fig. 3 illustrates a typical shape of as obtained
with a three-path channel, ten users, and a SNR 10 dB.
An observation interval of a hundred symbols is chosen (

) and the channel parameters are ( )
and , , . It is seen that the three
major positive peaks correspond to the signal echoes. However,
the combined effect of noise and MAI also generates a number
of other extrema (peaks). A first question is then:whichpeaks
should we consider in a general situation? Stated in a different
way, how can we distinguish signal echoes from artifacts of
noise and MAI? From (17), we see that the largest peaks corre-
spond to the strongest echoes. Thus, for high SNR values we ex-
pect that the largest peaks are real echoes. On the other hand,
since in practice we do not know the exact number of channel
paths,how manypeaks should we take? A reasonable answer
is that, since in a Rake-receiver we can only exploit paths,
we should limit ourselves to the largest peaks. This strategy
is adopted in the rest of the paper.

Some words are useful about the practical implementation of
the DA method. A possible approach is to organize the data pat-
tern in groups, each consisting of a preamble ofpilot symbols
(pilots for short) followed by information symbols. The
channel estimate from the pilots is used to detect the subsequent
information data. In this context, the integer must be large
enough to guarantee adequate estimation accuracy. Simulations
discussed later indicate that must be on the order of a hundred
or greater, depending on the estimation method (DA or NDA).
Integer is related to the transmission efficiency and
should be as large as possible. However, with a time-varying
channel, the product must be much smaller than the
channel decorrelation time (expressed in symbol intervals).

Another approach is to employ a DD technique. The symbol
pattern has still a framed structure as before but the channel
estimates are no longer “frozen” during the transmission of the

data. Indeed, the detector decisions are taken in groups of
and are used in place of the true symbols to update the channel
estimate. The advantage of this method is that it can track the
channel and, in consequence, it allows using much larger values
of . With a static channel we have found by simulation that
the two methods have virtually the same performance at SNRs
of practical interest. Therefore, in the following we report only
on results obtained with the first method.

IV. NON DATA-AIDED ESTIMATION

We investigate channel estimation when the symbols are un-
known. In dealing with this problem, we still adopt a ML ap-
proach but, as we shall see, in the end we make a low SNR as-
sumption to simplify the algorithm. The setting is as before, ex-
cept that the symbols are now viewed asnuisanceparameters,
i.e., something we are not interested in. As indicated in [11], we
can get rid of them by first computing the likelihood function
for , and , say , and then
averaging over the probability density of. This produces the
marginal likelihood function for ,

(18)

from which the channel estimates are derived. As we have no
specific knowledge of the data symbols, except that they are in-
dependent and take on values zero and one with the same prob-
ability, we model as

(19)

where is the Dirac delta function.
Reasoning as in the previous section produces

(20)

which can be rearranged as

(21)

Next, averaging as indicated in (18) provides the desired result

(22)

The drawback with this expression is that the maximization
is computationally intense since it requires a numerical search
over the multidimensional space spanned by . Moreover,
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as the surface might exhibit many spurious maxima,
false locks would be possible with dramatic degradations in
receiver performance. Some way out is needed to circumvent
these obstacles.

As a first step in this direction we choose to maximize
rather than . From (22), we have

(23)

Next we assume that the SNR is so low that the following ap-
proximation can be made in (23)

(24)
Then, rearranging (23) yields

(25)

This result is rather interesting as it is quite similar to (10). In
fact the two equations are identical, provided that in
(10) is replaced with . It follows that
the maximization method developed earlier is still valid with
the indicated minor change.

A final comment on the heuristic character of (24) is worth-
while. The purpose of the approximation is to allow us to pass
from (23) to (25), thereby dramatically simplifying the estima-
tion algorithm. This does not necessarily imply that the actual
SNR must be particularly low to guarantee that the estimation
procedure based on (25) will work. Indeed, we shall see later
that maximizing (25) still gives reasonable estimates even at or-
dinary values of SNR.

V. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

The performance of the previous DA and NDA estimators
has been assessed by simulation. With reference to (1) and (2)
the following assumptions have been made. Following [12], we
have chosen the monocycle shape as the second derivative of a
Gaussian function (see Fig. 4)

(26)

The monocycle duration is taken as a time unit in the sim-
ulations. Time parameters in (1) and (2) are related toby

, , and . Note that a com-
paratively small duty cycle of 40 is adopted to keep the
simulation time within acceptable limits. Intuitively, increasing

Fig. 4. Shape of the monocycle.

the duty cycle reduces the MAI (for a fixed number of users)
and improves the system performance [13]. The lengthof
the time-hopping code is taken equal to 20 and the code sym-
bols are randomly picked up in the interval .
Some preliminary tests have established the receiver sensitivity
to the sampling rate (see Fig. 2) when a parabolic interpolation
is used. The results shown later correspond to
(25 samples per monocycle), but they are practically unchanged
with . Significant degradations take place as from

.
A total of users are considered, each experiencing a

channel with paths. Again, to keep the simulation time
within tolerable limits we have set , even though
may be much higher in a dense multipath environment [7]. Path
delays are fixed and equal to ( ,
the same for all the users. They are compatible with an
office-building environment when is on the order of a
nanosecond. Path gains vary from user to user and are modeled
as independent random variables with a Rayleigh distribution
[14]. They have an exponential delay profile in which the ex-
pectations are proportional to ( .
Most of the simulations assume that the users have the same
average power (perfect power control). The individual signals
contributing to MAI in (3) have the form indicated in (1),
except that their time origins are randomized over to
reflect an asynchronous access to the channel.

An idea of the estimation accuracy of the DA and NDA al-
gorithms is gathered from the following experiment in which
three-path channels ( ) are assumed. The desired user’s
channel has fixed path gains ( , , )
while the other gains vary from run to run with the Rayleigh
distribution mentioned above. Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the stan-
dard deviation in the estimation of with an observation
length of 100 symbols . Timing errors are normal-
ized to the monocycle duration while gain errors are normalized
to 0.73. It is seen that the timing errors are on the order of a hun-
dredth of the monocycle duration and (as expected) DA is su-
perior to NDA. Also, with the only exception of the single-user
curve in Fig. 5, all the other curves exhibit a floor ascribable to
MAI. At first sight it is surprising that even the single-user curve
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Fig. 5. Standard deviation of the delay estimates.

Fig. 6. Standard deviation of the gain estimates.

in Fig. 6 has a floor, since there is no MAI in this case. The ex-
planation is that the floor is due to interpolation errors and, in
fact, we have found that it disappears when the sampling rate is
increased.

BER performance has been assessed with Rake-1 and Rake-3.
The simulations are organized in cycles of a thousand symbols
each. A cycle begins with the generation of the path gains for

Fig. 7. BER curves with ideal CSI.

Fig. 8. BER curves with DA estimation.

all the users. Then, the channel parameters of the desired user
are estimated over a window of a hundred symbols ( )
and are passed to the receiver’s detector for use in the next 900
symbol intervals. The simulation stops when 200 decision errors
are accumulated and the ratio of these errors to the total number
of transmitted symbols is taken as an estimate of the BER.

Figs. 7–9 illustrate the BER performance in three cases:
1) ideal channel state information (CSI) (meaning that the
desired user’s parameters are perfectly known); 2) DA estima-
tion; and 3) NDA estimation. Five-path channels are assumed
( ) and the number of users ranges from 1 to 20. The
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Fig. 9. BER curves with NDA estimation.

Fig. 10. BER performance versus NFR.

bottom line in each figure represents the receiver performance
over a Gaussian channel with no MAI. Comparisons of Figs. 8
and 9 with Fig. 7 show the effects of channel estimation errors.
Degradations with respect to ideal CSI depend on the number of
Rake fingers, the estimation method, and the number of users.
Rake-1 is simpler than Rake-3, but has poorer performance
as it exploits a smaller fraction of the available signal energy.
Also, DA is better than NDA (as expected). For example,
with 20 users, Rake-3 with DA channel estimation has a BER
degradation of only 1 dB (as compared with ideal CSI) in terms

of SNR at BER 10 . Vice versa, under the same operating
conditions the loss incurred with NDA estimation is substan-
tial. Things improve somewhat by increasing the observation
window. For example, we have found that at dB
the BER of Rake-3 decreases from 610 to 1.7 10 in
passing from to .

So far perfect power control has been assumed. Fig. 10 il-
lustrates the impact of strong-powered interferers. Now all the
users have the same power, except for the desired user who
has power . The near–far ratio (NFR) is defined as .
The figure indicates that, with ten users and Rake-3, DA esti-
mation is rather robust against strong interferers. In particular
the receiver loses about 1 dB as compared with ideal CSI when
NFR is as high as 10 dB. Vice versa with NDA estimation the
receiver performance degrades rapidly as NFR increases.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have investigated channel parameter estimation for UWB
systems operating in a multipath environment and in the pres-
ence of MAI. Two estimation schemes have been proposed, DA
and NDA, both based on the ML criterion. In deriving these al-
gorithms, we have approximated the MAI as white Gaussian
noise, but the real effects of multiaccess interference have been
assessed by simulation.

The influence of estimation errors on the operation of a Rake
receiver has been evaluated by comparing the BER performance
with either perfect channel estimates, or imperfect estimates
obtained from the DA/NDA algorithms. A comparatively small
duty cycle (of 40) has been adopted to keep the simulation
time within acceptable limits. Also, perfect power control and
an estimation window of 100 symbols have been generally
assumed. In these conditions, we have found that up to 20
users can be accommodated with limited BER degradations
provided that DA estimation is used. The NDA method is
poorer and can accommodate only about ten users.
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